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Abstract. We analyze the eﬃciency of the random walk algorithm on random 3-CNF instances
and prove linear upper bounds on the running time of this algorithm for small clause density, less
than 1.63. This is the ﬁrst subexponential upper bound on the running time of a local improvement
algorithm on random instances. Our proof introduces a simple, yet powerful tool for analyzing such
algorithms, which may be of further use. This object, called a terminator, is a weighted satisfying
assignment. We show that any CNF having a good (small weight) terminator is assured to be solved
quickly by the random walk algorithm. This raises the natural question of the terminator threshold
which is the maximal clause density for which such assignments exist (with high probability). We
use the analysis of the pure literal heuristic presented by Broder, Frieze, and Upfal [Proceedings of
the Fourth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, 1993, pp. 322–330] and Luby,
Mitzenmacher, and Shokrollahi [Proceedings of the Ninth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, 1998, pp. 364–373] and show that for small clause densities good terminators exist.
Thus we show that the pure literal threshold (≈1.63) is a lower bound on the terminator threshold.
(We conjecture the terminator threshold to be in fact higher.) One nice property of terminators is
that they can be found eﬃciently via linear programming. This makes tractable the future investigation of the terminator threshold and also provides an eﬃciently computable certiﬁcate for short
running time of the simple random walk heuristic.
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1. Introduction. The phenomena we seek to explain is best described by Figure 1.
RWalkSAT, originally introduced by Papadimitriou [35], tries to ﬁnd a satisfying
assignment for a CNF C by the following method. We start with a random assignment,
and as long as the assignment at hand does not satisfy the CNF, an unsatisﬁed clause
C ∈ C is picked, and the assignment to a random literal in this clause is ﬂipped.
The new assignment satisﬁes C but may “ruin” the satisﬁability of other clauses. We
repeat this process (of ﬂipping a bit in the current assignment according to some
unsatisﬁed clause) until either a satisfying assignment is found (success) or we get
tired and give up (failure).
The lower batch in Figure 1 (plus sign) was obtained by selecting 810 random
3-CNF formulas1 with a clause density (i.e., clause/variable ratio) of 1.6 and running
RWalkSAT on each instance. The y-axis records the number of assignments used before
ﬁnding a satisfying one. In particular, the algorithm found an assignment in all
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1 Ten formulas per n = 2000, 2050, 2100, . . . , 6000 were selected.
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Fig. 1. Running time of RWalkSAT on random 3-CNF instances with clause densities 1.6 and 2.5.

instances. The upper batch (star sign) was similarly obtained by running RWalkSAT
on 810 random 3-CNF instances with a higher clause density of 2.5.
Figure 1 raises the conjecture that for clause density 1.6 the running time is
linear. Actually, it is even less than the number of variables (and clauses) and seems
to have a slope of ≈ 1/2. In this paper we oﬀer an explanation for the seemingly
linear running time of Figure 1. We prove that random 3-CNFs with clause density
less than 1.63 take (with high probability) a linear number of RWalkSAT steps. (We
leave the explanation of the running time displayed in the upper batch of Figure 1 as
an interesting open problem.)
1.1. Techniques: Terminators. Our technique can be viewed as a generalization of the analysis of RWalkSAT on satisﬁable 2-CNF formulas [35], so we brieﬂy
review this result. Papadimitriou showed that the Hamming distance of the assignment at time t from some ﬁxed satisfying assignment α is a random variable that
decreases at each step with probability at least 1/2. Thus, in at most O(n2 ) steps
this random variable will reach 0, implying we have found α. (The algorithm may
succeed even earlier by ﬁnding some other satisfying assignment.)
We look at weighted satisfying assignments; i.e., we give nonnegative weights to
the bits of α. Instead of Hamming distance, we measure the weighted distance between
α and the current assignment αt . We show that in some cases, one can ﬁnd a satisfying
assignment α and a set of weights w such that for any unsatisﬁed clause at time t, the
expectation of the weighted distance (between α and αt ) decreases by at least 1. Moreover, the maximal weight given to any variable is constant. In this case the running
time of RWalkSAT will be linear with high probability (even better than the quadratic
upper bound of [35] for 2-CNFs). We call such weighted assignments terminators, as
their existence assures us that RWalkSAT will terminate successfully in linear time.
Two parameters of a terminator bound the running time of RWalkSAT. The total
weight (sum of weights of all variables) bounds the distance needed to be traversed by
the random walk, because the weighted distance of α0 from α can be as large as this
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sum. The second parameter is the maximal weight of a variable, which bounds the
variance of our random walk. Thus we deﬁne the termination weight of C (denoted
Term(C)) to be the minimal product of these two parameters, taken over all terminators for C. As stated above, the running time of RWalkSAT is linear (at most) in
the termination weight of C. Not all satisﬁable CNFs have these magical terminators,
and if C has no terminator, we deﬁne its termination weight to be ∞.
1.2. Results. With the terminator concept in hand, we examine the running
time of RWalkSAT on random 3-CNF formulas. If C is a random 3-CNF, then Term(C)
is a random variable. Understanding this variable and bounding it from above bounds
the running time of RWalkSAT . Our main result (Theorem 4.1) is that for clause density ≤ 1.63, a random 3-CNF has linear termination weight (hence RWalkSAT succeeds
in linear time). This matches the behavior depicted in Figure 1 up to a multiplicative
constant. We also present a determinisitic version of RWalkSAT and show it ﬁnds a
satisfying assignment in linear time for the same clause density (section 3.1).
Our result relies on previous analysis done for bounding a diﬀerent SAT heuristic,
called the pure literal heuristic [10] (see also [31] for a diﬀerent and shorter analysis).
This heuristic is known to succeed up to a clause density threshold of 1.63 and fails
above this density. We conjecture terminators should exist even beyond the pure
literal threshold, as (unreported) experimental data seems to indicate. However, at
clause density ≥ 2 only a negligible fraction of random CNFs has terminators (see
section 5), meaning we need to develop new techniques for explaining the observed
linear running time at (say) density 2.5 depicted in (the upper part of) Figure 1.
A terminator is a solution to a linear system of inequalities, and thus linear programming can be used to ﬁnd it. Thus, the existence of a terminator for random C can
be decided eﬃciently, and an upper bound on Term(C) can be computed eﬃciently.
(However, obtaining the exact value of Term(C) is not known to be eﬃciently computable.) This may allow us to gain a better empirical understanding of the behavior
of RWalkSAT and its connection to the termination weight parameter.
The success of the pure literal heuristic does not necessarily imply polynomial
running time for RWalkSAT. Indeed, in section 6 we provide a counterexample that
requires exponential time from RWalkSAT, although a solution can be found using the
pure literal heuristic in linear time. Furthermore, for a random planted SAT instance
with large enough clause density, RWalkSAT takes exponential time (section 7). This
is in contrast to the eﬃcient performance of spectral algorithms for planted SAT
presented by Flaxman [18].
1.3. History and related results.
Local improvement algorithms. RWalkSAT was introduced by Papadimitriou, who
showed it has quadratic running time on satisﬁable 2-CNFs [35]. An elegant upper bound was given by Schoning, who showed that the expected running time of
RWalkSAT on any k-CNF is at most (1 + 1/k)n (compared with the exhaustive search
upper bound of 2n ) [38]. The (worst case) upper bound of [38] was improved in a
sequence of results [15, 21, 8, 22, 37], and the best upper bound for 3-SAT is (1.324)n ,
given by the recent paper [22].
RWalkSAT is one of a broad family of local improvement algorithms, (re)introduced
in the 1990s with the work of [41]. Algorithms in this family start with an assignment
to the input formula, and gradually change it one bit at a time, by trying to locally
optimize a certain function. These algorithms (the most famous of which is WalkSAT) are close relatives of the simulated annealing method and were found to compete with DLL-type algorithms (also known as Davis–Putnam algorithms). Empirical
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results on random 3CNFs with up to 100, 000 variables seem to indicate that RWalkSAT
terminates successfully in linear time up to clause density ≤ 2.6 [36, 40]. More
advanced algorithms such as WalkSAT (a Metropolis algorithm that is related to
RWalkSAT) appear empirically to solve random 3CNF instances with clause density
≤ 4 in quadratic time, and there is data indicating polynomial running time up to
density ≤ 4.2 (the empirical SAT threshold is ≈ 4.26) [39].
Random 3-CNFs. Random CNFs have received much interest in recent years,
being a natural distribution on NP-complete instances that seems (empirically as
well as theoretically) computationally hard for a wide range of parameters. This
distribution is investigated in such diverse ﬁelds as physics [30, 32], combinatorics [24],
proof complexity [13], algorithm analysis [3], and hardness of approximation [17], to
mention just a few. One of the basic properties of random 3-CNFs is that for small
density (Δ < 3.52 . . . (see [20, 29])) almost all formulas are satisﬁable, whereas for
large density (Δ > 4.506 . . . (see [16])) they are almost all unsatisﬁable. Another
interesting property is that the threshold between satisﬁability and unsatisﬁability is
sharp [24]. It is conjectured that a threshold constant exists, and empirical experiments
estimate it to be ≈ 4.26 [14]. The analysis of SAT solving algorithms on random
CNFs has been extensively researched empirically, and random CNFs are commonly
used as test cases for analysis and comparison of SAT solvers. From a theoretical
point of view, several upper bounds were given on the running time of DPLL-type
algorithms of increasing sophistication [1, 2, 3, 10, 31, 11, 12, 19, 20, 29]. The best
rigorous upper bound for random 3-CNFs is given by the recent papers [20, 29]. An
exponential lower bound on a wide class of DPLL algorithms for density ≈ 3.8 and
above was given by [3]. Recently, Mézard et al. presented the survey propagation
algorithm and showed that nonrigorous arguments based on replica symmetry and
experimental results indicate it eﬃciently solves large random 3CNF instances very
close to the empirical satisﬁability [32, 33].
Upper bounds for algorithms imply lower bounds on the satisﬁability threshold,
and in fact, all lower bounds on the threshold (for k = 3) so far have come from
analyzing speciﬁc SAT solving algorithms. Most of the algorithms for which average
case analysis has been applied so far are DPLL algorithms (and typically, with the exception of the recent papers [20, 29], when proving upper bounds on these algorithms,
myopic2 versions are considered). Much less is known about non-DPLL algorithms,
in particular local improvement ones. Our result is (to the best of our knowledge) the
ﬁrst rigorous theoretical analysis of a non-DPLL algorithm on random CNFs.
Paper outline. After giving the necessary formal deﬁnition in section 2, we discuss
terminators in section 3. Using terminators we prove our upper bound in section 4.
In section 5 we give some theoretical upper bounds on the terminator threshold. We
then discuss the tightness of the terminator method (section 6). We conclude with
exponential lower bounds on the running time of RWalkSAT on random CNFs from
the “planted-SAT” distribution (section 7).
2. Preliminaries.
Random 3-CNFs. For xi a Boolean variable, a literal i over xi is either xi or x̄i
(the negation of xi ), where xi is called a positive literal and x̄i is a negative one. A
clause is a disjunction of literals, and a CNF formula is a set of clauses. Throughout
this paper we reserve calligraphic notation for CNF formulas. For C a CNF, let
V ars(C) denote the set of variable appearing in C (we will always assume V ars(C) =
2 See

[3] for the deﬁnition and tightest analysis of myopic algorithms.
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{x1 , . . . , xn } for some n). An assignment to C is some Boolean vector α ∈ {0, 1}n . A
literal i is satisﬁed by α iﬀ i (αi ) = 1. We study the following distribution.
Definition 2.1. Let FnΔ be the probability distribution
obtained by selecting Δn
 
clauses uniformly at random from the set of all 8· n3 clauses of size 3 over n variables.
C ∼ FnΔ means that C is selected at random from this distribution. We call such a C
a random 3-CNF
The algorithm. RWalkSAT is described by the following pseudocode. C is the input
CNF and T is the time bound; i.e., if no satisfying assignment is found in T steps,
we give up. We use the notation U N SAT (C, α) for the set of clauses of C that are
unsatisﬁed by α.
RWalkSAT(C, T )
Select α ∈ {0, 1}n (uniformly) at random
Initialize t = 0
While t < T {
If C(α) = 1 Return (“Input satisfied by” α)
Else {
Select C ∈ U N SAT (C, α) at random
Select literal  ∈ C at random
Flip assignment of α at 
t++ }
}
Return “Failed to find satisfying assignment in T steps”
Martingales and Azuma’s inequality. Below we state Azuma’s inequality for martingales. We refer the reader to [34] for the deﬁnition of conditional expectation and
for more information about martingales.
A martingale is a sequence X0 , X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm of random variables such that for
0 ≤ i < m holds
E[Xi+1 |Xi ] = Xi .
The following version of Azuma’s inequality [7, 27] may be found in [6].
Theorem 2.2 (Azuma’s inequality). Let 0 = X0 , . . . , Xm be a martingale with
|Xi+1 − Xi | ≤ 1 for all 0 ≤ i < m. Let λ > 0 be arbitrary. Then
√
2
Pr[Xm > λ m] < e−λ /2 .
3. Terminators. In this section we develop the tools needed to bound the running time of RWalkSAT on various interesting instances.
Intuition. Suppose a k-CNF C over n variables has a satisfying assignment α such
that each clause of C is satisﬁed by at least k/2 literals under α. In this case RWalkSAT
will terminate in quadratic time (with high probability). The reason is that if a clause
C is unsatisﬁed at time t by αt , then αt must disagree with α on at least half of the
literals in C. So with probability ≥ 1/2 we decrease the Hamming distance between
our current assignment and α. If we let simt be the similarity of αt and α, i.e., the
number of bits that are identical in both assignments (notice 0 ≤ simt ≤ n), then
simt is a submartingale, i.e., E(simt |sim1 , . . . , simt−1 ) ≥ simt−1 . Standard techniques
from the theory of martingales show that sim reaches n (so αt reaches α) within
O(n2 ) steps. One elegant example of this situation is when C is a satisﬁable 2-CNF.
Papadimitriou [35] proved quadratic upper bounds on the running time of RWalkSAT
in this case, using the proof method outlined above.
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For a general 3-CNF we do not expect a satisfying assignment to have two satisfying literals per clause. Yet all we need in order to prove good running time
is to set up a measure of similarity between αt and some ﬁxed satisfying assignment α such that (i) if simt reaches its maximal possible value, then αt = α; and
(ii) the random variables sim1 , sim2 , . . . are a submartingale. We achieve both these
properties by giving nonnegative weights w1 , . . . , wn to the variables x1 , . . . , xn . Instead of similarity, we measure the weighted similarity between α and αt , deﬁned by
def 
simw (α, αt ) =
αti =αi wi . Now suppose there exists a satisfying assignment α such
that for any clause C, the expected change in simw , conditional on C being unsatisﬁed, is nonnegative. Suppose, furthermore, that all wi are bounded by a constant and
every clause has a variable with nonzero weight bounded below by another constant.

Then we may conclude as above that αt will reach its maximal value W = i wi in
time O(W 2 ).
In some cases we can do even better. We set up a system of weights such that
(for any clause C) the expected change in simw (conditional on C being
 unsatisﬁed)
is strictly positive. In this case the running time is linear in W =
wi (instead of
quadratic). As we shall later see, such a setting of weights is possible (with high
probability) for random 3-CNFs. But ﬁrst we formalize our intuition.
Notation. In what follows Boolean variables range over {−1, 1}. A CNF C with n
variables and m clauses is represented by an m × n matrix AC with {−1, 0, 1}-entries.
The ith clause is represented by ACi (the ith row of AC ) and has a −1-entry in the
jth position if x¯j is a literal of the ith clause of C, a 1-entry if xj is a literal of Ci ,
and is zero otherwise. Thus, if C is a k-CNF, then the support size of each row ACi is
at most k. A Boolean assignment is α ∈ {−1, 1}n , and we say α satisﬁes C iﬀ for all
i ∈ [m]
 
ACi , α > − ACi 1 ,
(1)
n
where α, β is the standard inner product
over Rn (deﬁned by i=1 αi · βi ) and · 1
n
is the 1 norm (deﬁned by β 1 = i=1 |βi |). It is easy to see that this deﬁnition of
satisﬁability coincides with the standard one.
Terminator: Deﬁnition. A terminator is a generalization of a satisfying assignment. On the one hand, we allow α to be any vector in Rn , but we require a stronger
satisfying condition than (1).
Definition 3.1 (terminators). Let C be a k-CNF with n variables and m clauses
represented by the matrix AC . α ∈ Rn is a terminating satisfying assignment (or
terminator) if for all i ∈ [m]
ACi , α ≥ 1.

(2)
The termination weight of C is
def

Term(C) = min{ α

1

· α

∞

: α terminator for C}.

In case C has no terminator, we deﬁne Term(C) to be ∞.
One may think of sign(αi ) as the Boolean assignment to variable xi (where
sign(αi ) is 1 if αi ≥ 0 and is −1 otherwise) and |αi | as the weight given to xi .
Notice that if α is a terminator, then the {−1, 1}-vector sign(α) satisﬁes C. This is
because by property (2) in each clause there is at least one literal that agrees in sign
with α.
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The decisive name given in the previous deﬁnition is justiﬁed by the following
claim, which is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.2 (terminator theorem). If a k-CNF C has a terminator α, then
RWalkSAT succeeds on C in time O( α 1 · α ∞ ) with probability ≥ 1 − exp(−Ω( α 1 /
α ∞ )).
Notice that we do not claim that when RWalkSAT terminates, it ﬁnds the assignment sign(α), but rather the existence of any terminator of small weight implies
short running time. We can say that RWalkSAT is “drawn to” α but only when using
the weighted distance measure given by |α|. If |αi | = 1, this means RWalkSAT indeed
approaches α (as is the case when each clause is satisﬁed by two literals). But in
general, being “close” according to the weighted measure |α| does not imply small
Hamming distance.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let C be a k-CNF and α be a terminator of minimal
weight for C, i.e., Term(C) = α 1 · α ∞ < ∞. Let β t ∈ {−1, 1}n be the sequence
of assignments traversed by RWalkSAT(C) starting from the random assignment β 1 ,
where t ≤ T = c · k · α 1 · α ∞ (c will be ﬁxed later). For t ≥ 1 let Y t be the random
variable β t , α . If RWalkSAT fails to ﬁnd a satisfying assignment in T steps, then the
following event occurs:
Yt < α

(3)

1

for all t < T.

This is because β t , α = α 1 implies β t = sign(α) and sign(α) satisﬁes C. Thus
we need only to bound the probability of event (3). Suppose clause Ci is picked at
time t (i.e., Ci is unsatisﬁed by β t−1 ). We claim the expected change in Y t (with
respect to Y t−1 ) is precisely
2
· ACi , α .
k

(4)

With probability 1/k we ﬂip the assignment to each literal xj of Ci , which amounts
t−1
to multiplying βjt−1 by −1. Thus the expected change in Y t is −2
|i , α , where
k · β
t−1
C
t−1
to support of Ai . But Ci being unsatisﬁed by β t−1
β |i is the restriction of β
implies β t−1 |i = −ACi , so (4) is proved. Thus by property (2) in Deﬁnition 3.1
E[Y t |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 ] = Y t−1 +

2 C
1
A , α ≥ Y t−1 + .
k i
k

We claim that the sequence of random variables
def

Xt =

t




Y  − E[Y  |Y 1 , . . . , Y −1 ]

=1

is a martingale satisfying EX1 = 0. Indeed,
E[Xt |X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] = E[Xt |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 ]

 t


Y  − E[Y  |Y 1 , . . . , Y −1 ] |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1
=E
=1

= E Y t |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 − E E[Y t |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1 ]|Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1
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 t−1


+E

Y − E[Y |Y , . . . , Y




1

−1


] |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1



=1

=0+E

 t−1


Y − E[Y |Y , . . . , Y




1

−1


] |Y 1 , . . . , Y t−1



=1

=

t−1




Y  − E[Y  |Y 1 , . . . , Y −1 ] = Xt−1 .

=1

Also E[X1 ] = E[Y 1 −E[Y 1 ]] = 0. For all t, |Xt+1 −Xt | = Y t+1 −E[Y t+1 |Y 1 , . . . , Y t ] ≤
α ∞ . Note that
Xt = Y t −

t


(E[Y  |Y 1 , . . . , Y −1 ] − Y  ) − EY 1 ≤ Y t − t/k + α

1

.

=1

In order to bound the probability of event (3), it suﬃces to bound the probability
of the event “XT < 2 α 1 − T /k” (if this event does not occur, then Y T ≥ − α 1 +
XT ≥ α 1 ). Recalling T = c · k · α 1 · α ∞ we will pick c > k4 so that
2 α

1

−

T
=2 α
k

1

−c· α

1

· α

∞

α

∞

<−

ck
α
2

1

· α

∞

.

We now apply Azuma’s inequality and get
(3) ≤ Pr XT < −

ck
α
2

1

XT
ck
α
<−
α ∞
2

( ck α 1 )2
≤ exp − 2
2T
= Pr

1


c2 k 2 ( α 1 )2
8ck · α 1 α ∞

ck α 1
= exp −Ω
≤ exp −
8 α ∞
≤ exp −

α
α


1

.

∞

The theorem is proved.
3.1. A deterministic variant of RWalkSAT. Consider the following deterministic variant of RWalkSAT, which we will call DWalkSAT. Fix an ordering on clauses in
C. Initialize α0 to be (say) the all zero assignment. At each step t, select the smallest
clause unsatisﬁed by αt and ﬂip the assignment to all literals in it. Repeat this process until all clauses are satisﬁed. Naturally, one can introduce a time bound T and
declare failure if a satisfying assignment is not found within T steps. We immediately
get the following result.
Theorem 3.3. If a CNF C has a terminator α, then DWalkSAT succeeds on C
within 2 · α 1 steps.
Proof. We closely follow the proof of the terminator theorem, Theorem 3.2. Let
β 1 , . . . be the (deterministic) sequence of assignments traversed by the algorithm.
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Let Y t = β t , α (noticing Y t is no longer random). Clearly, Y 1 ≥ − α 1 , and if
Y t = α 1 , then β t (equals sign(α), hence) satisﬁes C. So we have to only show for
all t
(5)

Y t ≥ Y t−1 + 2.

This follows from the fact that the clause Ci ﬂipped at time t was unsatisﬁed at time
t − 1. Flipping all variables in Ci amounts to adding to Y t−1 the amount ACi , α , and
this, by deﬁnition of terminator, is at least one. We have proved (5) and with it the
theorem.
4. Linear upper bounds on random CNFs. In this section we show that for
clause densities for which the pure literal heuristic succeeds, there exist linear weight
terminators. Our current analysis uses insights into the structure of such pure CNFs,
but we see no reason to believe that the terminator threshold is linked to the pure
literal threshold. The main theorem of this section is the following.
Theorem 4.1. For any Δ < 1.63, there exists a constant c such that with high
probability C ∼ FnΔ has a terminator α ∈ Rn with α ∞ ≤ c and hence α 1 ≤ c · n.
Corollary 4.2. For any Δ < 1.63,  > 0, there exists a constant c such that
with high probability for C ∼ FnΔ , RWalkSAT succeeds on C in time c · n with probability
≥ 1 − .
Corollary 4.3. For any Δ < 1.63,  > 0, there exists a constant c such that
with high probability for C ∼ FnΔ , DWalkSAT succeeds on C in time c · n.
To prove our main theorem, we construct small weight terminators for pure and
expanding CNFs and then merge the two into one small weight terminator.
4.1. Terminators for pure CNFs. A literal  in C is called pure if it appears
only as a positive literal, or only as a negative literal, in C. A clause in C is said to
be pure if it contains a pure literal. When seeking a satisfying assignment, a natural
strategy is to start by assigning all pure literals their satisfying assignment and thus
remove all pure clauses. The removal of pure clauses may result in the emergence
of new pure literals in the restricted CNF, and the process may be repeated. The
pure literal heuristic is the heuristic that applies this removal process until no pure
clauses remain. If the remaining CNF is empty, the pure literal heuristic has found a
satisfying assignment, and otherwise it failed.
Let us introduce some notation. For C a CNF, deﬁne C0 = C, L0 to be the set of
pure literals in C, and P0 to be the set of pure clauses in C. Recursively deﬁne Ci+1 to
be Ci \ Pi , and let Li+1 , Pi+1 be, respectively, the set of pure literals and pure clauses
in Ci+1 . Finally, let r be the minimal i such that Li = ∅. Notice that the pure literal
succeeds on C iﬀ Cr = ∅. If Cr = ∅, we say C is r-pure.
Theorem 4.4. Every r-pure k-CNF over n variables has a terminator α ∈ Rn
with α ∞ ≤ k r and α 1 ≤ n · k r , so Term(C) ≤ n · k 2r . Moreover, α is supported
r−1
only on ∪i=0
Li .
Notice that invoking Theorem 3.2 we bound the running time of RWalkSAT on an
r-pure k-CNF by n · k 2r (with high probability).
r−1
Proof. Let L0 , . . . , Lr−1 be the pure literals in C0 , . . . , Cr−1 . Notice that ∪j=0
Lj
does not necessarily cover all variables in C, but assigning each pure literal to 1 (i.e.,
if i is pure, then set sign(αi ) = sign(i )) and assigning the other variables arbitrarily
gives a satisfying assignment α. We now deal with the weights (absolute values) of α.
r−1
Fix the weight of each variable in Lj to k r−j . For any variable xi ∈ ∪j=0
Lj ﬁx its
weight to 0.
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To see that α is a terminator (of weight nk r ), consider any clause Ci ∈ Pj . By
deﬁnition of Pj there are no literals from L0 , . . . , Lj−1 appearing in C. Thus all literals
appearing in C have weight ≤ (k)r−j . There is at least one literal s ∈ C that has
weight k r−j and agrees with αs in sign, and any literal disagreeing with α must have
weight ≤ (k)r−j−1 . Hence
ACi , α ≥ k r−j − (k − 1) · k r−j−1 ≥ 1.
Broder, Frieze, and Upfal showed that with high probability the pure literal
heuristic ﬁnds a satisfying assignment for a random 3-CNF with clause density < 1.63
[10] (for a simpler analysis of the same heuristic see [31]). In particular, the following theorem follows from the work of [10]. A proof of this theorem can be found in
Appendix A.
Theorem 4.5 (see [10]). For every Δ < 1.63, there exists a constant c such that
with high probability C ∼ FnΔ is c log n-pure.
By applying Theorems 3.2 and 4.4 to Theorem 4.5 we conclude that the running
time of RWalkSAT on a random instance (with small enough clause density) is at most
polynomial.
4.2. Terminators for expanding CNFs. Our next step in proving Theorem 4.1 starts with the following theorem, which is a combination of a result of
Broder, Frieze, and Upfal [10] and (the now) standard analysis of random CNFs,
originating in the work of Chvátal and Szemerédi [13]. Being standard and somewhat
technical, we defer its proof to Appendix A.
Definition 4.6. For C a CNF, we say C is an (r, c)-expander if for all C  ⊆

C |C | ≤ r, |V ars(C  )| ≥ c · |C  |.
Theorem 4.7. For every Δ < 1.63, there exists an integer d such that for C ∼
FnΔ , with high probability Cd is a (|Cd |, 7/4)-expander, where Cd is the CNF remaining
of C after removing the d outermost pure layers.
This theorem assures us that after removing a constant number of the layers from
a random C (with small clause density), we have in hand a residual CNF Cd , such
that any subset of it, including all of Cd , has a very large set of neighbors. This in
turn implies the existence of small weight terminators for Cd .
Theorem 4.8. If C is an (|C|, 7/4)-expanding 3-CNF over n variables, then C
has a terminator α ∈ Rn with α ∞ ≤ 4 (hence α 1 ≤ 4n).
Proof. Form the following bipartite graph G. On the left-hand side, put one
vertex for each clause in C. On the right-hand side, put 4 distinct vertices for each
variable appearing in C. Connect the vertex labeled by the clause C to all 12 vertices
labeled by variables appearing in C. We do not care if the appearance is as positive
or negative literals.
Since C is an (|C|, 74 )-expander, G has expansion factor 7; i.e., for all subsets S
on the left-hand side, |N (S)| ≥ 7 · |S|, where N (S) is the set of neighbors of S. By
Hall’s matching theorem [26] we conclude that there is a 7-matching from the lefthand side to the right; i.e., each node C on the left-hand side can be associated with
a set of seven of its neighbors on the right-hand side (denoted N  (C)), such that for
all clauses C = D, N  (C) ∩ N  (D) = ∅. We now use N  to deﬁne our terminator
α. For any variable x, if there exists a clause C such that N  (C) has at least three
members labeled by x, then we say x is associated with C, and the weight of x is
the number of copies of x in N  (C) (notice this weight is either 3 or 4). For any
variable xi associated with a clause C, set sign(αi ) to the value that satisﬁes C and
set |αi | to the weight of xi . Set all other variables to zero. α is well deﬁned because a
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variable can be associated with at most one clause. We are left with verifying that it
is a terminator. This follows by a case analysis, using the fact that each clause has a
dozen neighbors, and seven of them are in N  (Ci ). There are three cases to consider.
Ci has at least two associated variables: In this case, sign(α) agrees with C on at least
two variables, and each variable has weight at least 3. The remaining variable
has weight at most 4, so ACi , α ≥ 6 − 4 ≥ 2.
Ci has one associated variable of weight three: The remaining four neighbors of N  (Ci )
must be evenly split between the two remaining variables of C (otherwise Ci
would have two associated variables). So the remaining pair of variables of
Ci have weight zero. Hence ACi , α = 3.
Ci has one associated variable of weight four: The remaining three neighbors of N  (Ci )
are split between the remaining two variables. One variable has two such
neighbors (and hence zero weight) and the other has one neighbor, so the
weight of this literal is at most 3. Thus, ACi , α ≥ 4 − 3 = 1.
Theorem 4.8 follows.
4.3. Small weight terminators for random CNFs.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 4.7, (with high probability) C can be partidef

d−1
Pi and the remaining residual inner
tioned into the d outermost pure layers C  = ∪i=0


core C = Cd . This inner core is a (|C |, 7/4)-expander. We know (by Theorems 4.4
and 4.8, respectively) how to construct terminators for each of these formulas, so all
we need to do is merge them into a single terminator for C.
Let α , α be the respective terminators of C  , C  . By Theorem 4.4 α has all
its support on pure literals, which do not appear in C  . Thus the supports of α
and α are disjoint. We merge the two assignments by deﬁning α as the assignment
that agrees with 9 · α on the support of α and agrees with α otherwise (the reason
for multiplying α by the scalar 9 will soon become clear). By our previous remark
(that α and α have disjoint supports) α is well deﬁned, and we now prove it is a
terminator.
Consider a clause Ci ∈ C. If Ci ∈ C  , then ACi , α = ACi , α ≥ 1, because all
literals appearing in C  are given zero weight by α . Otherwise, Ci ∈ C  might have
some of its (nonpure) literals in V ars(C  ), but recall that the maximal weight of α
is 4, so in the worst case Ci has two literals with weight 4 coming from α . Thus
ACi , α ≥ 9 − 2 · 4 = 1. We have shown the existence of a terminator of linear total
weight, and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.

5. Investigating the terminator threshold. When C is a random CNF,
Term(C) is a random variable. Since Term(C) bounds the running time of RWalkSAT,
investigating this random variable is an interesting question. The property of having
a terminator α with α ∞ ≤ w is monotone with respect to addition of new clauses.
Thus one can deﬁne the terminator threshold θnw as the density for which a terminator
α, α ∞ ≤ w exists with probability 1/2.
Claim 5.1. A CNF C with m clauses and n variables has some terminator iﬀ
0 ∈ convex hull({ACi : i = 1, . . . , m}).
Proof. Think of a terminator α as the normal of a hyperplane in Rn passing
through zero. This hyperplane partitions Rn into two parts. ACi , α > 0 iﬀ the point
ACi lies in the positive half of Rn . Thus ACi , α > 0, i = 1, . . . , m, iﬀ zero is not in the
convex hull of the points.
Füredi proved the following general theorem (he gave a tighter bound than presented here, but the form we quote is suﬃcient for our purposes). A set of points
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P ⊂ Rn is symmetric if p ∈ P ⇒ (−p) ∈ P .
Theorem 5.2 (see [25]). Let {Pn ⊂ Rn }n∈N be an inﬁnite family of ﬁnite symmetric sets of points. Suppose (2 + )n points are selected uniformly at random from
Pn . Then
lim Pr[0 ∈ convex hull of points] = 0.

n→∞

In our case Pn is the symmetric set of {−1, 0, 1}-valued points with support
size 3. Thus, by Füredi’s theorem when the clause density is greater than 2, with
high probability there is no terminator. Notice this upper bound on the terminator
threshold holds for any k-CNF, even for nonconstant k (e.g., k = n). Combining
Theorem 4.1 with Füredi’s theorem gives for k = 3 the following bounds:
1.63 ≤ θn∞ ≤ 2.
We leave the resolution of the terminator threshold for k = 3 as an interesting open
problem.
For the case of 2-CNFs we can bound the terminator threshold from above by
1, because this is the satisﬁability threshold for random 2-CNFs (and a terminator
implies satisﬁability). It seems reasonable to conjecture that for k = 2 the satisﬁability
and terminator threshold coincide. This could be used to prove that for random
2-CNFs below the satisﬁability threshold, RWalkSAT terminates in linear time (as
opposed to the quadratic upper bound guaranteed for any satisﬁable 2-CNF by [35]).
6. Tightness of terminator based bounds. In this section we show that the
upper bound derived by the terminator method is tight, even for pure CNFs. We
present pure CNFs such that the running time of RWalkSAT on them is exponential
in the number of variables and also lower bounded by the terminator weight.
Theorem 6.1. For arbitrarily large n, there exist pure 3-CNFs over n variables,
with total terminator weight ≥ 2n/2 , and the running time of RWalkSAT on them is
2n for some  > 0.
Proof. Use the following formula, which is a slight variation of the X-DAG contradiction used in [9].
Definition 6.2. Let Gn be the following CNF over variables x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . ,
yn , z:
{x̄1 } ∧ {ȳ1 } ∧

n−1

i=1

{xi ∨ yi ∨ x̄i+1 } ∧

n−1


{xi ∨ yi ∨ ȳi+1 } ∧ {xn ∨ yn ∨ z̄}.

i=1

Gn has a unique satisfying assignment, 0. Moreover, Gn is n-pure, because z̄
appears only in one clause, and once z is satisﬁed and removed, ȳn , x̄n each appear
in one clause in the remaining formula. Thus, one can repeatedly remove xi−1 , yi−1
until all the formula is satisﬁed. This implies the existence of a terminator of weight
3n , and it is not hard to see that any terminator must have weight 2n at least. We
claim that RWalkSAT requires exponential time to succeed on Gn .
Let Xt be the number of ones assigned by αt to the variables x2 , . . . , xn , y2 , . . . , yn .
With high probability X0 > (1 − )n, and if RWalkSAT(Gn , T ) succeeds, we know
XT = 0. But for every step t, the probability of Xt decreasing is at most 1/3. The
theorem follows.
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7. Lower bounds for large density planted SAT. In this section, we state
(without proofs) that RWalkSAT is not a good algorithm for random CNFs with large
clause density. By deﬁnition, RWalkSAT gives the correct answer on any unsatisﬁable
formula. For large enough clause density (Δ > 4.6), almost all formulas in FnΔ are
unsatisﬁable [16]. Thus, one may argue that RWalkSAT operates very well for these
densities. On second thought, on this distribution, even the constant time algorithm
that fails on every input, without reading it, operates well. Thus, it makes sense to
discuss the performance of RWalkSAT only on the uniform distribution over satisﬁable
formulas with Δn clauses (denoted SATΔ
n ). The problem is that for small densities,
SATΔ
is
not
well
characterized,
we
do
not
know how to analyze it. Thus, we propose
n
looking at the following pair of planted SAT distributions over satisﬁable 3-CNFs.
Definition 7.1 (planted SAT). Let SnΔ be the distribution obtained by selecting
at random β ∈ {0, 1}n and selecting at random Δn clauses out of all clauses of size 3
that are satisﬁed by β. Denote a random formula from this distribution by C ∼ SnΔ .
Let PnΔ be the distribution obtained by selecting at random β ∈ {0, 1}n , and for
each clause C satisﬁed by β, select C to be in C with independent probability pΔ
n =
6Δ
n
.
Denote
a
random
formula
from
this
distribution
by
C
∼
P
.
Δ
7(n−1)(n−2)
This distribution is highly interesting in its own right. It is the analogue of the
planted clique and planted bisection distributions, studied, e.g., in [5, 23, 28]. There
are eﬃcient spectral algorithms for ﬁnding the satisfying assignment for the planted
SAT distribution [18], and in this section we argue that RWalkSAT performs poorly
(takes exponential running time) on this distribution. The proofs of this result are
fairly straightforward, so we omit them from the paper.
Theorem 7.2 (main lower bound). There exists a constant Δ0 > 0, such that
for all Δ ≥ Δ0 (Δ may be a function of n), with high probability for C ∼ PnΔ , or
C ∼ SnΔ
P[RWalkSAT(C, 2n ) succeeds] ≤ 2−n ,
where  > 0 is some a constant, depending on Δ.
The rest of this section is devoted to a sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.2. We
warm up by discussing the case of C being the maximal size CNF satisfying β and
then apply our insights to the case of a random CNF. For the rest of this section we
assume without loss of generality that β, the random planted assignment, is the all
zero vector, denoted 0.
The full CNF of size n, denoted Fn , has all clauses of size exactly 3 (without
repetition of literals) that are satisﬁed by 0. Our starting point is the following.
Lemma 7.3. P[RWalkSAT(Fn , 2n/100 ) succeeds] ≤ 2−n/100 .
Intuitively, the lemma holds because for an assignment that is very close to 0,
the fraction of falsiﬁed clauses that have two (or more) positive literals is signiﬁcantly
larger than the fraction of falsiﬁed clauses with only one positive literal. Thus, a
random falsiﬁed clause is more likely to lead us away from 0 and hence the exponential
running time.
To complete the proof of Theorem 7.2, notice C ∼ PnΔ is a “random fraction” of
Fn . Additionally, for large Δ all satisfying assignments are close to 0. Thus, when
the random walk algorithm reaches an assignment that is close to 0, the fraction of
clauses with two or more positive literals is signiﬁcantly larger than the fraction of
falsiﬁed clauses with one positive literal. Thus, as in the case of Fn , RWalkSAT is more
likely to move away from 0 than to approach it, resulting in exponential running time.
This completes the sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.2.
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8. Open problems.
1. What is the largest Δ for which one can prove RWalkSAT to have polynomial
running time on C ∼ FnΔ ?
2. What are the statistics of the random variable Term(C) as a function of the
clause density? Does Term(C) < ∞ have a sharp threshold? Is there a
terminator threshold independent of n? How does Term(C) correspond to n
(number of variables) above density 1.63 (below 1.63 it is linear)?
Appendix A. Proofs. In this section we prove Theorems 4.5 and 4.7. Our
starting point is the following theorem and lemma proved implicitly in [10]. The
lemma is a slight generalization of Lemma 4.4 in [10], so we provide its proof. (The
original Lemma 4.4 of [10] needed only expansion factor of 3/2, whereas we need a
constant fraction more than 3/2. The proof is essentially the same.)
Theorem A.1 (see [10]). For every Δ < 1.63, there exists an integer d such that
n
with high probability for C ∼ FnΔ , |Cd | ≤ 600Δ
2.
Lemma A.2 (see [10]). Let Δ0 = 1.63. For any constant Δ ≤ Δ0 with high
n
−3
probability C ∼ FnΔ is a ( 600Δ
)-expander.
2 , 3/2 + 10
0

Proof of Lemma A.2. Set  = 10−3 . Let Ak be the event that there exists a set
of k clauses having less than 3/2 +  variables. Let us bound the probability of these
n
bad events, using a union bound. Let r = 600Δ
2 and c = 3/2 + . We make use of the
n  en k 0
following well-known inequality k ≤ k :
P[Bad] ≤

r

k=1

≤

≤

k=1

r

k=1
r




r

Δn
n
·
·
k
ck

P[Ak ] ≤
eΔ0 n
k

k

·

en
ck


1+c 3−c

(e

c

Δ0 ) ·

k=1

≤

r

k=1


37 ·

k
n

where the last inequality holds for r ≤

ck
·
k
n

ck
n

ck
n

3k

3k

2−c k

 12 − k

n
.
600Δ20

= o(1),

Notice that if Cd is a (|Cd |, 32 + )-expander, then every subset of Cd (including Cd
itself) has at least  unique neighbors (i.e., literals appearing in exactly one clause),
and these unique neighbors are pure. Thus, Cd is O(log n)-pure. Hence C is O(log n)pure (remember d is a constant), and this proves Theorem 4.5. In order to prove
Theorem 4.7 we need the following lemma from [13].
Lemma A.3 (see [13]). For all constants Δ > 0, c < 2, there exists some constant
δ > 0 such that with high probability C ∼ FnΔ is a (δΔn, c)-expander.
Let δ be the constant promised by Lemma A.3 for Δ = 1.63 and c = 7/4. By
Theorem 4.5, |Cd | ≤ n/(600Δ20 ) for some constant d. By Lemma A.2, Cd is a (|Cd |, )boundary expander for some  > 0. Remove an additional d layers from C (each
containing at least an /3 fraction of the remaining clauses) so that |Cd+d | ≤ δn, and
by Lemma A.3 this remaining CNF is (with high probability) a (|Cd+d , 7/4)-expander.
This proves Theorem 4.7.
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